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Students tap in at the start of class. 
The screen tells them the goal for the day. 



The screen also let's me see who has 

tapped in and who has not. 
I could use this for attendance 



When class is over I hit next again 
The students tap out.  It shows me if every monitor is 

accounted for. Hit close and finish. 



As soon as the student taps out an email 

can be automatically sent to a device of 

their choice, and their parents. 

How's that for communicating with parents? 



Easily Access Summaries 
Green met goal, Red did not 



Instant Activity 

Women start on 1, men start on 6 

1. Jog 2 laps around the outside of the gym. 

2. Jog to the center and do 15 jumping jacks 

3.Sprint the width of the gym,then backpedal the width 2x 

4. Shuffle around the gym 1x, face in for 4 than out for 4 

5. Jog over, fist bump me and tell me your name. 

6. Jog to the center and do 6 perfect air squats. 

7. Jog around the gym 1x, in each corner do 3 push ups. 

8. Jog to the center and do 20 alternating backward foot 

slaps(right hand to left foot, left hand to right foot). 

9. Fist bump me, and tell me what state you are from  

10.  Jog to the center and do 5 jump turns."Can you 

360?" 

 

  

 



This is the same warm up...I can have 

separate conversations with each of these 

students based on what I see!  



Sometimes students 

don't work very hard! 
And then we can have a conversation about that. 



And sometimes they work too hard! 
And we can talk about that too. 

This is an opportunity to make a connection 



This is the same class, same day same 

lesson do they deserve the same grade? 

I can prove it! 



Think about your evaluation, or your daily 

grading policy what evidence do you have? 

Now it's at your fingertips  



Report on 1 class last year 



All of my classes last year 



Data on all Middle School Classes  

In 2014-2015 





Heart Rates 

During Zone 

Fitness 
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Tracking Lessons, Standards, Proper 
Equipment and Activities 



Pacer Warm Up / Retest - Groups of 3 

Laps 1-10 = 5 burpees 

Laps 11-20 = 10 mountain climbers 

Laps 21-30 = 5 push ups 

Laps 31-40 = 15 ski jumps 

Laps 41-50 = 10 jumping jacks 

Laps 51-60 = 5 perfect air squats 

Laps 61-70 = no exercise 

 

 



Streamlines the Pacer Test 
Run the whole group at one time, no paper needed 



Start on first beep, 

Tap name as they finish. 



Scores are immediately stored!   
Can be accessed from any device 



Allows all students to have an obtainable 

goal...where they are now! 
"Get to the Red" 

Warm up Pacer 
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Software That Captures All Pre and Post Fitness Testing  

AND  

The Other 80 Days You Teach, Grade & Assess During the Semester.  
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Rock – Paper - Scissors 
Bronze -  Do 15 Jumping jacks and then play R–P–S 
 ☺ Win  = Run to the silver medal line  
 ☹ Lose = Do 15 jumping jacks  
      and then play R–P–S again  

Silver -  Do 20 ski jumps and then play R–P–S 
 ☺ Win  = Run to the gold medal line  
 ☹ Lose = Run back to bronze and start again   

Gold -  Do 6 Squat Jumps and then play R–P–S 
 ☺ Win  = Stay at gold and do 6 Squat jumps 
 ☹ Lose = Run back to bronze and start again   
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